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9.25-9.50 Ben Dutton (MTC, United Kingdom) 
NDT Standardisation for Additive Manufacturing

9.50-10.10
Fernando Lasagni (CATEC, Spain)
On the fabrication of aerospace hardware by Additive Manufacturing: 
application cases

10.00-13.30 Arrival & Registration 10.10-11.10 Coffee break & Networking

11.10-11.30
Kristiina Kupi  (EOS, Finland)
Hands on Quality – Setting standards for process and material  
development and qualification in Additive Manufacturing

11.30-11.50
Axel Müller (OHB System AG, Germany)
On the quality assurance of Additive Manufacturing components  
towards mission flight approval

12.00 Lunch 11.50-12.00 Wrap-up and perspectives

13.30 Welcome 12.00-13.30 Lunch at on-site rstaurant

13.35-14.00 Frank Brueckner (Fraunhofer – IWS, Germany)  
Challenges in Additive Manufacturing technologies 13.30-15.30 Round tables

14.00-14.20 Guillermo Requena (DLR-Institute of Materials Research, Germany) 
The relevance of materials research for maturity of additive manufacturing

14.20-14.40 Mark Johnson (ILL, France)
Look in depth: Neutrons for Additive Manufacturing Industries

14.40-15.00 Ennio Capria (ESRF, France) High resolution, in depth, operando cha-
racterisation: how synchrotron light can help

15.00-15.15 Coffee break

15.15-15.35
Guilhem Roux (CEA-LITEN, France)
Additive Manufacturing of Metals at CEA-LITEN:  
research for new industrial challenges

15.35-17.10 Visits to ILL & ESRF

17.10-18.30 Networking & Poster session

19.30 Gala Dinner 17.00-19.00 City Tour
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Frank Brueckner (Fraunhofer – IWS, Germany)  

Challenges in Additive Manufacturing technologies

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a useful extension of existing production engineering 
techniques and is already used for the fabrication of industrial components. Most of 
them can be found in high-priced branches such as aerospace, special tooling or med-
ical technology. However, various challenges must be taken to extend the impact of 
these modern manufacturing technologies. For example, the integration into (existing) 
production lines, cost benefits as well as quality assurance have to be reached for a 
successful implementation. In addition, a major impact is the right materials processing. 
Therefore, in-situ process monitoring and control is of high importance. Finally, non-de-
structive quality inspection plays also a major role for AM parts.
This talk gives a short introduction about existing Additive Manufacturing routes. In ad-
dition, selected challenges are discussed more detailed. Selected examples shall yield 
a better understanding how to overcome specific hurdles and are chosen in different 
AM relevant branches.

Mark Johnson (ILL, France)

Look in depth: Neutrons for Additive Manufacturing Industries

The ILL operates the most intense steady neutron source in the world, hence providing 
the highest time and bulk resolutions. The penetration power of neutrons allows both the 
non-destructive testing of real products and the possibility of testing those under in-situ 
conditions. 
From the raw material until the final product, additive manufacturing faces important chal-
lenges in terms of characterization and quality certification. During 3D printing of compo-
nents, complex temperature gradients raise depending on the multiple new fabrication 
parameters such as the scanning strategy. 

Guillermo Requena (DLR-Inst. of Materials Research, Germany)

The relevance of materials research for maturity of additive manufacturing

Additive manufacturing (AM) of metals is expected to lead to a paradigm change in the 
design, fabrication and application of structural components, among others, in the aer-
onautic and aerospace industries. Although the availability of new 3D printing machines 
is nowadays booming around the globe, the maturity of AM for structural components, 
i.e. mechanically critical parts, is still in its childhood. 
This is reflected in the complex AM process chains that are being currently applied, 
which involve several costly and time-consuming post processing steps for metallic AM 
parts. An optimized and resource-efficient AM process chain requires a fundamental 
understanding of the physical metallurgical processes undergone by alloys. This is an 
aspect of crucial and timely relevance since materials originally developed for other 
manufacturing routes and even fully new alloys tailored to AM are currently being con-
sidered by end users. 
During the present talk, several examples dealing with the optimization of conventional 
AM alloys as well as with new alloys for AM will be presented focusing on the under-
standing of microstructure-process-properties relationships. Particular emphasis will be 
given to cases in which the use of large-scale facilities provides insights not achievable 
by other methods. 

Ennio Capria (ESRF, France) 

High resolution, in depth, operando characterisation: how synchrotron light can 
help to design better processes and better materials for Additive Manufacturing.

X-ray characterisation can offer unique non-destructive insights into materials and de-
vices which are able to offer an extremely reliable tool to address industrial demand for 
better processes and products. In particular the synchrotron X-rays, thanks to the higher 
flux, the wider energy distribution, the coherence and the time structure, can offer faster 
experiment (high throughput or real-time), higher penetration, higher resolution and better 
detection limits. Since the last decades synchrotron light supported innovation in material 
science and engineering, in the following main areas of investigation: a) 3D imaging mainly 
employed to obtain morphological information, for failure analysis and for reverse engi-
neering; b) structural information, among which residual stress estimate; c) fine chemical 
analysis.
During this talk, a series of examples of synchrotron characterisation operated in the field 
of Additive Manufacturing will be given, with particular emphasis for the operando exper-
iment, which are today a clear bottle neck for an ultimate understanding of the phenom-
enon involved in the technology and could be the key to enable new materials and better 
processes. 

Guilhem Roux (CEA-LITEN, France)

Additive Manufacturing of Metals at CEA-LITEN: research for new industrial 
challenges

Since many years, CEA-LITEN has developed strong skills around powder and associates 
processes (Hot Isostatic Pressing, Hot Pressing, Spark Plasma Sintering, Powder Injec-
tion Molding, …) till today on materials, in particular for additive manufacturing. Our nu-
merous industrial partners has lead us on more applied research like process control and 
optimization, more and more linked with certification in particular for high end components 
(nuclear energy, naval, aeronautics,…).
Additive manufacturing of metals brings together a dozen of different processes. After a 
brief description of each of these processes and those mainly used at CEA-LITEN, the 
presentation will focus on laser powder bed fusion process (L-PBF). After a presentation of 
CEA equipments and AM platforms for powder analysis/fabrication and processes (L-PBF, 
SLA), we will focus on 3 industrial case studies at different scale: powder characterization 
and link with AM processability, material characterization and component optimization.
During a material characterization study with Naval Group, certification challenges in naval 
sector will show that the development of these new processes is not so easy, and metal-
lurgical specificities of AM microstructures lead industry in a new dimension and so, new 
certification thinking.
We will try to share the current locks of this process and the challenges that will face the 
AM industry and its academic partners, potentially resolved thanks, to large research in-
frastructures such as ILL and ESRF. These challenges concern five themes: (i) powders 
analysis, (ii) post-mortem analysis on large parts; (iii) in-operando analysis under laser, (iv) 
in-operando analysis during thermal or surface treatments; (v) in-operando analysis during 
mechanical tests on parts. 

The consequent development of phase gradients, porosity and important gradients of re-
sidual stresses in a complex distribution within the product play a critical role even after 
post-processing steps. The initial conditions would also evolve in jet unknown trends under 
in-operando conditions of the AM components. 
Possibilities of real cases from characterization by means of neutron powder diffraction, 
neutron imaging, and neutron stress analysis will be presented as potential solution for 
modelling and industrial escalation of 3D printed components.
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Fernando Lasagni (CATEC, Spain)

On the fabrication of aerospace hardware by Additive Manufacturing:  
application cases

Up to date, the advantages of additive manufactured parts in terms of design optimiza-
tion and weight reduction has been demonstrated for the aerospace industry. However, 
the industrialization of different application cases depend strongly on the cost analysis, 
fabricability, creation of residual stresses during manufacturing, and of course, on the 
post processes along the whole value chain.
In this talk, a deep analysis of several factors like part orientation, non-destructive tech-
nologies, optimization and design for fabrication and inspection, influence of thermal 
treatments and effect on residual stresses is performed. Those are evaluated across a 
large number of aeronautic and space hardware belonging to military and commercial 
aircrafts, helicopters, space launchers and satellites. Different industrialization strate-
gies are as well considered and the effect in production costs is analyzed for each step.

Kristiina Kupi (EOS, Finland)

Hands on Quality – Setting standards for process and material development 
and qualification in AM

Industrial 3D printing is becoming accepted manufacturing method for increasing num-
ber of parts in demanding industrial applications. The freedom of design and customi-
zation possibilities enables industry to solve challenges in engineering. Qualifying and 
certifying parts, materials and processes for industrial applications place strict require-
ments for the quality of raw materials, development and capabilities of manufacturing 
processes. However, the requirements are not yet standardized for additive manufac-
turing. 
The focus is on the technological reliability which is an important aspect in order to es-
tablish confidence in the technology. To ensure that the products are manufactured at a 
continuously high quality, all three central technical elements of the production process 
should be considered: system, material and process. These three technical elements 
are always linked to each other; the relationship between these three elements is key 
for quality and defined part properties. The qualifications of material and process prod-
ucts together with a qualified system with possibility for process monitoring will give the 
basis for reliability in industrial applications.

Ben Dutton (MTC, United Kingdom)
 
NDT Standardisation for Additive Manufacturing

A major barrier to the uptake of additive manufacturing processes is the unavailability of 
standards that support part certification. Standards are currently being developed that 
cover AM materials, processes and NDT. 
The Manufacturing Technology Centre is leading the development, as a convener, of an 
international NDT standard through a joint effort between ISO and ASTM, additionally 
participating in the development of others, representing UK High Value Manufacturing 
sectors, including aerospace, motorsport, space and medical. NDT standard develop-
ment progress on metallic materials will be presented.

Axel Müller (OHB System AG, Germany)

On the quality assurance of Additive Manufacturing components towards mission 
flight approval

While Additive Manufacturing (AM) Technology is well established for a broad variety of 
terrestrial applications, its potential use in space (e.g. within satellites, space stations, 
on a moon city or even further beyond) is presently under investigation at several levels. 
The standardization of ideas, concepts technologies plus common quality understanding 
within large-scale missions and among cooperation partners all over the world requires a 
concise systematic approach, taking into account all relevant stages of design and devel-
opment, manufacturing and verification. The fields of raw material and process parameter 
selections as well as quality measurements and documentation have to be developed, 
approved and accepted.  
The central focus is the quality point of view on AM products, production and the pro-
duction process in a field where single point failures are not acceptable. In this respect, 
standardization and certification are seen as key elements of quality and design assurance 
departments. 
On shorter time scale, the use of AM products in the field of satellite and launcher com-
ponents is also discussed. The space standard effort to achieve mission flight approval or 
rocket launch acceptance is explained. The issue to cover single parts as well as serial 
production for components for use in extremely harsh environments is triggering new con-
cepts of behaviour predictions and simulations; engineering guidelines; testing and finally 
pass / fail criteria. First challenges on systematic approaches shall be displayed during this 
presentation. 
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